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NOTICE 
  

All institutions whose applications for registration on the NYPS portal have been verified can now 

organize youth parliament sittings through virtual mode. The status of registrations can be checked by 

logging into the NYPS portal. 
  
2.            Various web applications available for video-conferencing can be used for conducting the youth 

parliament sittings. 
  
3.             Training sessions to explain various procedure of conducting  youth parliament sittings  for the 

benefit of the participating students may be organised virtually by the teachers-in-charge of the 

participating institutions under the guidance of the heads of the institutions. 
  
4.            The teachers-in-charge can go through the various training materials, video tutorials and videos 

of the past youth parliament sittings to develop an idea about how to conduct youth parliament sittings. 
  
5.            The guidelines for organizing the youth parliament sittings are available on the website of the 

Ministry (https://nyps.mpa.gov.in/Guidlines.aspx). 
  
6.            Screenshots (still photographs) of conducting youth parliament sittings must be uploaded on the 

NYPS portal after scrutiny of the heads of the institutions. 

7.            Screen recordings (videos) of the youth parliament sittings must be uploaded on the NYPS portal 

after scrutiny of the heads of the institutions. 

8.            The report of conducting the youth parliament sittings duly signed and stamped by the heads of 

the institutions must be uploaded on the NYPS  portal. 

9.            All other necessary information like student particulars etc. as mentioned in the portal must be 

submitted by the institutions. 

10.            If reports, photos and videos of conducting youth parliament sittings submitted by the 

institutions are found  in order after scrutiny and verification by the Ministry, participating students will 

get digital “Certificate of Participation” and teachers-in-charge / heads of institutions will get digital 

“Certificate of Appreciation” for the programme conducted by them. 

11.          The certificates can be downloaded by the participating institutions by logging into the NYPS 

portal. 
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